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Executive Summary

Within the series “Questioni di Economia e Finanza” 
Banca d'Italia published in March 2022 the paper 
"Explainable Artificial Intelligence: interpreting default 
forecasting models based on Machine Learning". The 
paper applies some of the most widely recognized 
methods in the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) 
literature to measure the importance of individual 
indicators in estimating the probability of default, 
comparing the results obtained on a logistic model and 
on a random forest model. The results obtained show that 
the accuracy of traditional models depends mainly on 
credit behavioral indicators, while Machine Learning 
models give a relevant weight also to financial indicators: 
the use of Machine Learning techniques could therefore 
allow a higher accuracy in the evaluation of 
counterparties for which no credit behavioral information 
is available. Finally, the paper analyses the evolution of 
the importance of the variables for estimating the 
probability of default over the period 2009-2019. The 
results obtained show that, in periods of economic stress, 
variables characterized by a non-linear relationship with 
the dependent variable assume a greater importance in 
predicting default.
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XAI Methods

Introduction
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In credit risk area, forecasting models based on machine learning (ML) algorithms have been demonstrated to outperform classical

statistical models.

However, the lack of a clearly interpretable functional form is a major barrier to their acceptance, particularly when knowledge of

estimated correlations and explanations of individual forecasts are required, such as for regulatory purposes or when forecasts are

utilized in policymaking.

In this context, eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is a new branch of the machine learning literature that aims to increase the

ability to understand and explain machine learning algorithms.

In the paper it is presented the application of some recently developed XAI methods to the corporate default forecasting models,

namely the Random Forest model (RDF) and the standard logit model, in order to assess: 

The importance of each variable in determining the predictions of the model;

The relationships between the variables and the model’s estimated PDs

How the contribution of each variable changes across observations, thereby explaining the

determinants of individual predictions
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Data

Data and Default Forecasting Method 1/2
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The model provides the estimation of Probability of Default (PD) for Italian non financial corporates (NFCs). The

model is estimated based on a set of financial and credit behavioral variables drawn from the Company

Accounts Data System (provided by Cerved) and the Italian Credit Register (CR):

• Financial indicators relating to profitability, financing structure, debt sustainability and the maturity of assets

• Credit behavioral indicators providing a measure of a firm’s financial flexibility, such as the proportion of drawn

to granted bank credit and the occurrence of delinquencies within a firm-bank credit relationship

• Descriptive indicators , such as the economic sector and the geographical area

Data spans the 2009-2020 time frame: the years 2019 and 2020 are used as training (or estimation) and test (or

validation) dataset respectively for the main analysis, while the remaining years are used in a time-series

application

A firm is classified as ‘non-performing’ at the end of the year if the ratio of non-performing credit to total credit has

been greater than 5 per cent for at least three months over the course of the year
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Forecasting Methods

Data and Default Forecasting Methods 2/2
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Sample Definition

One-year-ahead PD is estimated considering only firms that are not already in default, using financial
information available with a time lag of 12 months and credit behavioral indicators available with a time lag
of 2 months.

Modeling Approaches

The estimation is based on the Random Forest (RDF) algorithm and the standard logistic regression model ,
which it is considered as a benchmark

Methodology

Grid search and five-fold cross validation maximizing AUC are used to optimize hyper-parameters of the
RDF model:
• The number of variables selected at each split
• The minimum number of observations in each leaf
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Metric What it measures Interpretation

AUC out-of-sample difference

between the permuted and the 

original dataset

Measures the contribution of a 

variable to the model accuracy.

Higher values indicate that the model's 

predictive power is heavily influenced by 

the variable of interest

Mean absolute difference

In the prediction, for the same firm, 

between the permuted and the 

original dataset

Measures a variable’s contribution to 

the forecasts’ variability

A greater value indicate that individual 

forecasts are more sensitive to changes in 

the variable of interest.

Definition

The permutation variable importance approach is a quantitative assessment of the importance of individual predictors inside

a forecasting model, allowing to answer the question of which variables have the most impact – on average – on the

predicted outcomes

Methodology

The forecasting model's predictions are examined using two datasets: the original test dataset and the permuted test dataset

in which the values of the variable of interest are randomly selected.

Two metrics are then calculated:
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ML models can provide more opportunities for a broader credit assessment and credit access because credit behavioral 

indicators may not be available for some borrowers 

RDF's ability to exploit a broader set of financial data may be beneficial for a more comprehensive credit quality 

assessment of borrowers, because of the seasonality of credit behaviour indicators

The permutation variable importance approach is applied to the predictors used by the RDF model and Logit model to assess the

importance of each variable and how it varies between the two models. The graph on the right shows the comparison in terms of AuC

difference.

RDF and logit differ quite substantially in the weight

given to financial relative to credit behavioral

indicators

Both models place a high value on a company's total

and short-term credit draws

The accuracy of the logit model is mostly dependent

on the credit behavioral indicators

RDF's accuracy is based on a broader collection of

predictors, such as financial data
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Definition

The Accumulated Local Effects (ALE) plot depicts the relationship between each variable and the model's
predictions visually. The approach can reveal the existence of non-linear or non-monotonic relationships.

Methodology

The method identifies the effects in terms of prediction changing the value of the variable of interest in a small
neighborhood around the actual value, keeping all other factors unchanged.

Computation

The ALE function is computed as the cumulative sum of the average differences in the predictions obtained by
varying the variable of interest

The total effect of a change is calculated by summing these local effects. The average effect is usually eliminated to
make it easier to compare the effects of different factors, therefore the average effect indicated in the plot equals
zero
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Accumulated Local Effects 2/2
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The graphs show an example of ALE plot applied to two of the most significant variables (Total Drawn to Granted and Cash to Total

Assets) comparing the results between the considered models (RDF and logistic).

The typical credit scoring model's assumption of fixed marginal effects is highly deceptive in approximating the empirical

connection between predicting variables and defaults.

The discovery of non-linearities in ALE plots may suggest that non-linear factors or threshold effects be included in the

logistic regression model to boost its flexibility

RDF it is non-linear for all variables and non-

monotonic in the case of Cash to Total Assets

(an opposite trend is observed for the logistic

model)

Financial ratios are more important for the RDF

model, which unlike the logit captures non-

monotonic relationships

Most variables display threshold effects, that is, 

a sharp increase in the average PD for values 

above a certain threshold
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Definition

The Shapley Values method aims at measuring the contribution of each observation’s characteristic to the
prediction returned by the model

Methodology

The method computes the marginal contribution of a variable to the prediction as the difference between the
model’s prediction for that observation and the average prediction that the model would return, for that
observation, if the value of the variable were unknown

In order to take variables’ correlation into account, the method estimates the marginal contribution of the predictor
over all the possible subsets of the other variables

Computation

It enables identifying the drivers of a specific prediction, allowing to integrate the prediction in a broader decision
process or to justify the decision made
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In the graph on the right it is reported, as an example, the Shapley values of individual indicators for the observation corresponding to

debtors with 5% estimated PD.

Shapley values allows to understand how the variables contribute to the predicted PD for a specific borrower and,
consequently, which are those that mostly influence the choice of classifying a borrower in low or high-risk classes

The most important variables in terms of global importance 

(credit behavioral indicators) are the main drivers for the 

estimated PD

The Shapley values  clarify that for the riskier borrower the 

estimated PD is increased mostly by the high share of cash flow

absorbed by interest expenses as well as the amount of drawn 

credit over granted

RDF shows non-monotonicity for some variables. The RDF model 

captures the fact that, for borrowers showing weakness in other 

financial and economic indicators, fast-growing sales result from 

the volatility of business conditions, rather than the firms’ positive 

economic perspectives
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Estimation

Assesing the Stability of RDF Model 1/3
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• The dependent variable (default rate) displays a peak

in 2012-2013 consequent the European Sovereign debt

crisis, where the corporate default rate increased by

about 2 percentage points year-on-year

• The years 2012-13 are utilized as reference ‘crisis’

period

The RDF default forecasting models over the 2009-2019 period are estimated using a one-year rolling window approach

The global explainability methods are applied to analyze the dynamic of the  relative importance of the different 
variables and of their relationship with the probability of default. Results are displayed in the next slides
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AUC Over Time

Assessing the Stability of RDF Model 2/3
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Credit 
Behaviour
Indicators Balance Sheet 

Indicators

More important in predicting

corporate defaults

The total and short-term drawn to

granted credit ratios have a

higher importance than the other

indicators in every year of the
analysis

Depending on the financial

situation, become more useful in

anticipating defaults

Liquidity ratios have a higher

importance during the crisis era
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ALE Plots Across Year
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The graphs illustrate the estimated correlations between the two important predictive variables and firm default for two time periods: 

2012-13 (when the default rate highest) and 2018-19 (when it was lowest)

The importance of different predicting variables varies between crisis and recovery years

Credit and financial indicators have a comparable
estimated connection with firm default in both crises
and recovery phases, implying a rather stable
model structure

Correlations between financial indicators and
corporate default tend to be more sensitive to
changes in financial position

The effect of liquidity ratios during the crisis era
appears to be more pronounced than during the
economic recovery period
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RDF model relies on a wider set of predictors to make forecasts, including lower frequency

financial indicators, the logit model attributes greater importance to the distress signals coming

from a limited number of credit behavioral indicators

The RDF model allows for a more comprehensive credit quality assessment. The higher

importance attributed to financial ratios helps to stabilize rating grades which could otherwise

be highly sensitive to credit indicators such information on firms’ credit drawings, which could

fluctuate seasonally in some business sectors

The empirical associations between firms’ financial and credit indicators and their defaults are

rather complex, usually non-linear and non-monotonic. This complexity explains why the logit

model assigns higher importance to a few key indicators that show a more standard behavior,
without exploiting the entire information set
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